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Appendix 2.  970 subfields and data values 

Importing bibliographic records with 970 subfield data and then bulk adding them to a purchase order is the most 

efficient way to create purchase orders in Polaris, whether or not the orders are sent via EDI. When bibliographic 

records are bulk added to a purchase order, the bibliographic title-level information creates each purchase order line 

item, and the following subfield data in the 970 tags creates the distribution grid, or segments, for each line item: 

•$l - location (Polaris branch abbreviation) 

•$q - quantity 

•$f - fund (Polaris fund name or fund alternative name) 

•$c - collection (Polaris collection abbreviation) 

•$p - price 

•$m - material type (Polaris material type name or code) 

•$n - non-public note (appears on the Instructions to Supplier view of the Purchase Order Line Item workform) 

•$h - copy-level code. (All or part of the on order item template name) If the supplier supports copy-level information in 

subfield h, it is used in the creation of on-order items. The library creates item templates with the copy-level code in the 

template name. When the purchase order is released, the copy-level codes in the purchase order line item segments are 

matched to the template code and create the on-order items. For more information, see “Item Template Codes” in 

Polaris staff client online Help or the Polaris Acquisitions Guide. 

If a price is not in the MARC record’s 970 $p, the system checks for the price in the following tags: 

•020 - If an ISBN is present in 020 $a, the corresponding 020 $c is checked for a price. If both are found, the ISBN is 

copied to the purchase order line item’s ISBN field, and the price is copied to the purchase order line item’s Unit price 

field. 

•024 - If no price is found in the 020 $c, the system checks for a 024 $a with a first indicator of 3, and if present, the 

corresponding 024 $c is checked for a price (in OCLC records, the 13-digit ISBN and the accompanying price are in the 

024 tag, if the first indicator is a 3). If both are found, the number in the 024 $a is copied to the purchase order line 

item’s ISBN field, and the price is copied to the purchase order line item’s Unit price field. 
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Notes:  

 The collection information, material type, and non-public note are not required to create a segment. 

 The subfields can be in any order in the 970 tag. 

970 Examples  

1. Traditional fully subfield coded 970:  

2.  970    $lVAMS$q2$fvamsof$cAF$p14.99$m1$nNotes from web selection tool 

 

3. $h Copy Level 970 with associated item template: ($c and $m omitted) 

  970    $lWPL$q2$fwplaf$p14.99$nNotes from web selection tool$h FICNEW / WPL 

Associated On Order Item Template (on order FICnew / WPL): (supplies $c and $m for 970) 

 

 

 

 

 


